
Expert call for inclusive and participatory urban management 

DNA News | September 5, 2020 

The climate experts urged the federal and provincial governments for strong local governance, mainstreaming of climate adaptation and meaningful planning and 

implementation of disaster management. All this needs to have vigorous policy advocacy and incorporation of climate vulnerability into the development projects, 

besides awareness raising among the stakeholders including grassroots communities. 

Speaking to a webinar on “Pakistan’s preparedness for climatic calamities”, the experts also showed their grave concerns over the rapidly increasing population and 

decreasing ratio of per capita social investment. All federal government policy frameworks would mean nothing if provinces don’t adopt it in a letter and spirit and 

trickle down funds to strengthen the local governance. 

The webinar was organized by the Development Communications Network (Devcom-Pakistan) on Saturday in the context of sustainable urban management. The panel 

included Special Assistant to Prime Minister on Climate Change Malik Amin Aslam, Chief Engineering Advisor Ministry of Water Resources Ahmad Kamal, UN-

Habitat Country Manager Jawed Ali Khan, climate and water expert Ali Tauqeer Sheikh, and senior journalist Shabina Faraz. Well-known environmentalist and 

Devcom-Pakistan and DTNTV Director Munir Ahmed hosted and conducted the webinar. 

Malik Amin Aslam said Pakistan’s vulnerability to climate impact is rising very fast. In recent years, the frequency and intensity of extreme events has gone up by three 

times while the funding resources have been reducing. We need to act efficiently on adaptation mechanisms for which the climate induced practices and development 

need to be promoted on all levels. After the 18
th
 amendment, the provinces are more responsible for taking care of the grassroots management of sewage, water and 

sanitation, encroachments on the pathways of the flash floods. 

He said disintegrated decision making would lead to more damage to lives and livelihood if adaptation mechanisms are not implemented on grassroots level. He also 

cited several steps taken by the federal government to combat the climate change impact. He said Sindh province is more vulnerable to climate impact and the 

provincial government need to act accordingly while the federal government is all out to support the provinces for their portative initiatives. 

Ahmad Kamal said flood management plans have worked efficiently because of the early warning systems installed on the riverine system that has reduced the impact 

significantly. A well-defined disaster management system is in place with the leading role of National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) where all provincial 

and national authorities and organizations mandated to cope up with the challenges of natural disaster interact. 

He said the problem is with city governments where right and rational decision making is absent on sustainable urban management. He suggested strong local 

governance based on inclusive and participatory mechanisms. 

Ali Tauqeer Sheikh asked for the private sector to support the city governments. The government should provide soft loans and incentives to the private sector to 

manage its sewage, water and sanitation, and solid waste management. There are more than one organizations taking decisions about the fate of people. The segregated 

decisions are hampering the sustainable management of cities. The other foremost challenge is rising population. Most of the newborn are in the poverty group, hence 

vulnerable to climate impact from day one. 

Shabina Faraz while citing the miseries of Karachi city said it is very unfortunate that different interest groups are playing havoc with the citizens. Funds are not 

invested in the actual development of infrastructure while the political groups playing blind on the encroachments, different mafia are active. When the media highlights 

the actual playful tactics, the journalists are maligned and blamed for blackmailing and negative reporting.  
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STRONG LOCAL GOVTS URGED TO COPE WITH CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACT 
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ISLAMABAD: As Pakistan’s vulnerability to climate impact is rising fast, climate experts on Saturday urged the federal and provincial 

governments for strong local governance, mainstreaming of climate adaptation and meaningful planning and implementation of disaster 

management. 

This needs to have vigorous policy advocacy and incorporation of climate vulnerability into the development projects besides creating awareness among 

stakeholders, including grassroots communities. 

Speaking at a webinar on “Pakistan’s preparedness for climatic calamities”, the experts also expressed concerns over the rapidly increasing population and 

decreasing ratio of per capita social investment. 

All the federal government policy frameworks would mean nothing if provinces do not adopt it in letter and spirit and trickle down funds to strengthen the 

local governance. 

The webinar was organised by Development Communications Network (Devcom-Pakistan) in the context of sustainable urban management. 

Experts concerned over rapidly increasing population, decreasing ratio of per capita social 

investment 

The panel included Special Assistant to Prime Minister on Climate Change Malik Amin Aslam, Chief Engineering Adviser Ministry of Water Resources 

Ahmad Kamal, UN-Habitat Country Manager Jawed Ali Khan, climate and water expert Ali Tauqeer Sheikh and journalist Shabina Faraz. 

Environmentalist Munir Ahmed was the moderator. 

Malik Amin Aslam said Pakistan’s vulnerability to climate impact is rising very fast. In recent years, the frequency and intensity of extreme events has 

gone up by three times while the funding resources have been reducing. 

“We need to act efficiently on adaptation mechanisms for which the climate induced practices and development need to be promoted on all levels. After 

the 18th amendment, provinces are more responsible for taking care of the grassroots management of sewage, water and sanitation and encroachments on 

pathways of flash floods.” 

He said disintegrated decision making would lead to more damage to lives and livelihood if adaptation mechanisms are not implemented at the grassroots 

level. He also cited several steps taken by the federal government to combat the climate change impact. He said Sindh is more vulnerable to climate 

impact and the provincial government needs to act accordingly while the federal government is all out to support provinces. 

Ahmad Kamal said flood management plans have worked efficiently because of the early warning systems installed on the riverine system that has 

reduced the impact significantly. A well-defined disaster management system is in place with the leading role of National Disaster Management Authority 

(NDMA) where all provincial and national authorities and organisations mandated to cope up with the challenges of natural disaster interact. 
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He said the problem is with city governments where right and rational decision making is absent on sustainable urban management. He suggested strong 

local governance based on inclusive and participatory mechanisms. 

Ali Tauqeer Sheikh asked the private sector to support the city governments. The government should provide soft loans and incentives to the private 

sector to manage its sewage, water and sanitation and solid waste management. There are more than one organisations taking decisions about the fate of 

people. The segregated decisions are hampering the sustainable management of cities. 

The other foremost challenge is rising population. Most of the newborn are in the poverty group, hence vulnerable to climate impact from day one. 

Shabina Faraz while citing the miseries of Karachi city said it is very unfortunate that different interest groups are playing havoc with the citizens. 

“Funds are not invested in the actual development of infrastructure while the political groups playing blind on the encroachments, different mafia are 

active. When the media highlights the actual playful tactics, journalists are maligned and blamed for blackmailing and negative reporting,” she said. 
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Webinar on ‘Pakistan’s preparedness for Climatic Calamities’ Experts call for 

inclusive and participatory urban management 
 

The climate experts have urged the federal and the provincial governments for strong local governance, mainstreaming of climate adaptation and 

meaningful planning and implementation of disaster management. 

All this needs to have vigorous policy advocacy and incorporation of climate vulnerability into the development projects, besides awareness raising 

among the stakeholders including grassroots communities. 

While participating in a webinar on “Pakistan’s preparedness for climatic calamities”, the experts also showed their grave concerns over the rapidly 

increasing population and decreasing ratio of per capita social investment. 

All federal government policy frameworks would mean nothing if provinces don’t adopt it in a letter and spirit and trickle down funds to strengthen 

the local governance. 

The webinar was organized by the Development Communications Network (Devcom-Pakistan) on Saturday in the context of sustainable urban 

management. 

The panel included Special Assistant to Prime Minister on Climate Change Malik Amin Aslam, Chief Engineering Advisor Ministry of Water 

Resources Ahmad Kamal, UN-Habitat Country Manager Jawed Ali Khan, climate and water expert Ali Tauqeer Sheikh, and senior journalist 

Shabina Faraz. 

Well-known environmentalist and Devcom-Pakistan and DTNTV Director Munir Ahmed hosted and conducted the webinar. 

Malik Amin Aslam said Pakistan’s vulnerability to climate impact is rising very fast. 

In recent years, the frequency and intensity of extreme events has gone up by three times while the funding resources have been reducing. We need 

to act efficiently on adaptation mechanisms for which the climate induced practices and development need to be promoted on all levels. After the 

18th amendment, the provinces are more responsible for taking care of the grassroots management of sewage, water and sanitation, encroachments 

on the pathways of the flash floods. 

He said disintegrated decision making would lead to more damage to lives and livelihood if adaptation mechanisms are not implemented on 

grassroots level. He also cited several steps taken by the federal government to combat the climate change impact. He said Sindh province is more 

vulnerable to climate impact and the provincial government need to act accordingly while the federal government is all out to support the provinces 

for their portative initiatives. 



 

 

Ahmad Kamal said flood management plans have worked efficiently because of the early warning systems installed on the riverine system that has 

reduced the impact significantly. A well-defined disaster management system is in place with the leading role of National Disaster Management 

Authority (NDMA) where all provincial and national authorities and organizations mandated to cope up with the challenges of natural disaster 

interact. 

Jawed Ali Khan said the problem is with city governments where right and rational decision making is absent on sustainable urban management. He 

suggested strong local governance based on inclusive and participatory mechanisms. 

Ali Tauqeer Sheikh asked for the private sector to support the city governments. 

Experts call for inclusive, participatory urban 
management 
Islamabad : The climate experts urged the federal and provincial governments for strong local governance, mainstreaming of climate adaptation and 

meaningful planning and implementation of disaster management. All this needs to have vigorous policy advocacy and incorporation of climate 

vulnerability into the development projects, besides awareness raising among the stakeholders including grassroots communities. 

Speaking to a webinar on “Pakistan’s preparedness for climatic calamities”, the experts also showed their grave concerns over the rapidly increasing 

population and decreasing ratio of per capita social investment. All federal government policy frameworks would mean nothing if provinces don’t adopt it 

in a letter and spirit and trickle down funds to strengthen the local governance. The webinar was organized by the Development Communications Network 

(Devcom-Pakistan) on Saturday in the context of sustainable urban management. The panel included Special Assistant to Prime Minister on Climate 

Change Malik Amin Aslam, Chief Engineering Advisor Ministry of Water Resources Ahmad Kamal, UN-Habitat Country Manager Jawed Ali Khan, 

climate and water expert Ali Tauqeer Sheikh, and senior journalist Shabina Faraz. 

 

  



  



 

Islamabad, September, 07-2020: 

 

 ٭ وزیِر اعظم عمران خان کی زیر صدارت نیصهل کوارڈیهیصن کمیٹی برائے فلڈز کا اجلاس

اے ٭ اجلاس میں وزیِر اظلاعات سیهیٹر شبلی فراز، وزیر مواصلات مراد سعید، وزیر برائے آبی وسائل محمد فیصل واؤڈا، چیئرمین این ڈی ایم 

ضل،  هرل محمد اف هٹ ج ٹ ف ی صن، ڈی جی ل ی م لڈ ک ین ف یرم ئ چ اے، چ ن ای ین ای یرم ئ هٹ و  چ م پارٹ کل ڈی ی وج ٹرول ی م

ت شرک یں  لاس م ے اج ع ے ذری هک ک و ل ڈی ی وی بان ک صاح ری  کرٹ ی س یف  ی چ ائ صوب ک،  شری سران  ئر اف ه ی س گر   دی

حال،  صورت ی  شوں ک ار یہ ب یں حال صوں م لف ح ت سون، مخ یں مون  لک م و م ر اعظم ک ے وزی م ن ن ڈی ای ین ای یرم ئ ٭ چ

ی  هگ دیجان ف ری ے ب س ے  ے حوال یوں ک رم سرگ یف  ل ے ری س ب  ی جان م اے ک ن ڈی ای ات اور ای صان ق ی ن  و مال

٭ میٹرولوجیکل ڈیپارٹمهٹ اور فلڈ کمیصن حکام نے وزیِر اعظم کو بتایا کہ حالیہ مون سون کے نتیجے میں اس سال ملک کے اکثر حصوں اور 

ارش ادہ ب بت زی س ی ن ضی ک یں ما تان م س لوچ هده اور ب س صا  صو ے خ ے حوال حال ک صورت ی  اؤں ک یں۔ دری ی ہ وئ ں ہ ی

ے۔ ہاؤ ہ ا ب ے درجے ک یان یں درم اؤں م مام دری ت ت ہ اس وق یا ک ا گ تای ے ب س   

ھر  ر ب کمل ظور پ ے م س ی  ان م پ مام ڈی ے ت لک ک یں م یجے م ت ے ن شوں ک ار یہ ب ہ حال یا ک ا گ تای و ب ر اعظم ک ٭ وزی

خش ر لی ب س حال ت صورت ی  ی ک یاب ت س ی د ی ک ان ت پ دول ی ب یں جس ک ے ہ ک ی۔چ ے گ   ہ

ی وجہ  شوں ک ار یہ ب یں حال تان م س لوچ خواہ اور ب تون خ برپ ی هجاب، خ هده، پ س ہ  صوب ے  بان ن صاح ری  کرٹ ی س یف  ٭ چ

یا اہ ک یں آگ ارے م ے ب یوں ک رم سرگ یف  ل ات، ری صان ق ی ن ی اور مال ے جان ے وال ون ے ہ س   

بر  تم س سط  یہ و ا دوران سون ک ہ مون  ے ک ید ہ وی ام ہ ق یا ک ا گ تای ے ب س ب  ی جان کام ک قہ ح ل تع د ٭ م ا۔مزی ے گ ک رہ ت

یں۔ م ہ ہت ک ات ب کان ے ام ے ک ون یدا ہ ے پ حال ک صورت ی  لاب ی س  

یا۔ یا گ اہ ک و آگ لاس ک ھی اج یں ب ارے م ے ب یوں ک رم سرگ یف  ل ے ری س ب  ی جان اک آرمی ک   ٭ پ

ے  ئ ے ل ے ک رن لہ ک قاب ا م یوں ک ل بدی ی ت یرات غ ی ت یات ہ ماحول ہا ک ے ک وئ ے ہ رت ے خعاب ک س لاس  ے اج راعظم ن ٭ وزی

ی ا اق قہ وف ل تع مام م م ت ن ڈی ای ین ای ئرم ی ے چ ہوں ن ے۔ ان ضرورت ہ ی  صن ک ی ه وارڈی تر ک ہ یں ب ی اداروں م ائ صوب ور 

یں  خواہ م تون خ بر پ ی ہ خ صوب هده اور  س ہ  صوب ر  و مل ک سات ے  توں ک کوم ی ح ائ صوب ہ  ی ک ت ک دای و ہ اے ک

ا  ات ک صان ق تر اور ن ہ د ب و مزی یوں ک رم سرگ یف  ل ہ ری اک ے ت یا جائ زہ ل ا جائ ات ک صان ق ے حوال ن ے ک رن ہ ک ے ازال

ے س یں۔   ک س یل دے  ک ص لی ت کمت عم ر ح ہ ظور پ ترک ص یں م ت کوم ی ح ائ صوب اق اور   وف
 

 


